
 

SSL -  Student Success / Learning    
Video: Supporting Conditions   - Commitment  

[Three facilitators in an office]     
 
(FACILITATOR 3:)    Well, I think the first thing that has really worked for us is that the           
choice to join the collaborative inquiry has been a choice from the teachers themselves.             
And so that right away builds in that piece of possession and ownership. And              it also   
takes it at a grass roots level, so that teachers are able to think about the challenges            
they're experiencing in their classrooms and what would make sense for them at this           
point in their careers and the students in front of them, to explore. So t           hat mix between, 
"What's my challenge as a professional and what are the needs being presented in front             
of me?" are nicely addressed and become the focus of the collaborative inquiries in the             
science literacy networks.    
We have experienced and we do experie      nce some tensions because schools also have      
their school-wide inquiries. And so we've worked over the years        -- we've worked with    
that a little bit more and kind of roughed out the edges. And just the fact that the idea of                     
thinking like a scientist and thinking from a literacy perspective has caught on at both               
levels and offered a different lens has helped. But we leave most of the alignment piece              
up to the teachers so that they can have the conversation back at school with the               
administrator and the school inquiry team in terms of where they possibly could see             
connects.  
And I think one of the things that has worked for us as well is that the word            
"collaborative" doesn't necessarily mean that you are doing the same inquiry. There are             
a lot of other ways to collaborate within a professional learning cycle, such as bouncing             
ideas off each other in terms of which teacher action you think wouldn't be appropriate to            
explore with this group of kids.      
 
(FACILITATOR 2:)    The reality is that we have to live in those tensions between           
ownership at the school level, the classroom level, and the system level. I think that part                
of our work over the last, I would say three or four years, is to have teachers and            
administrators see themselves as system teachers and system admini    strators. As  
opposed to just local and ridded in their own school. We have a fairly transient               
population at the district, and so we acknowledge that our students will move from             
school to school. And we need to provide them with the richest, most appropriat             e and 
effective instruction at every level and every move. And so we really have been working                
hard to listen from the grass roots to the system and back from system to school to               
make sure that there is that strong connectivity between board level and schoo           l level.  
Something that Chris and I have spoken about so many times is this idea of the power of              
the word "we" and "our." So no matter where we go, they're "our" students and "we" are            
learning. And I think that both of us, regardless of our home school, wo          uld own that 



              
            

          
          

 
               

              
            

           
           

              
             

 
              

            
             

        
                

          
          

           
          

           
            

             
          

           
                 

          
        

               
           

 
 

every single kid in every single school where we do some work with the teacher team, 
are our students as well. And we make that really, really clear to the teachers that we 
work with. That this is not "your" problem; these are not "your" kids. These are our 
students. We are going to work to improve the conditions and situations for them. 

(FACILITATOR 1:) But because we were detailed, then we could target specifics. And 
it really speaks to the value of having a focused inquiry. And then in subsequent videos 
you would see those focused strategies improve with the teachers. And then the 
subsequent growth in the students. And that was a really big confidence builder for our 
team. Having those small examples of success right away was -- and a clear impact, or 
evidence of the impact really gave confidence to our teachers. And then we were really 
more motivated to stick with it in hopes that it would lead to permanent change. 

(FACILITATOR 4:) We realize the importance that each school or each team needs to 
develop their own inquiry based on their readiness, based on their student needs. And it 
has made a tremendous difference when each team is able to come up with that inquiry. 
It's authentic. There is much greater ownership when they have been able to identify 
their student needs. And when they have been able to identify what is it that we need to 
investigate and to explore in order to move student movement forward. 
Once they personalized the inquiry, that's made a tremendous difference to the 
ownership. I think also through, you know, a Plan, Act, Assess, Reflect framework 
teachers are seeing that their instructional changes are making a difference. We have 
asked teachers to use class profiles as a tracking tool. And when the teachers see that 
gap closing is happening, there is ownership into it. And they continue to discuss with 
colleagues, share -- look at student work, etcetera to see what is it that's making a 
difference to students and what am I going to do next. 
We brought in Grade 7-8 math teachers just before Christmas. And the -- I've never 
seen people more excited to come in at the end of a learning cycle to show me their 
class profiles. It was crazy. They said, "Look at the gap closing!" "Look what these kids 
are doing." "Look at their student work!" And this is just before Christmas when, you 
know, most teachers are very tired. And they couldn't get in that room fast enough and 
open up their evidence to show me. It was -- the energy for late December was 
incredible. 
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